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We show by experiment that an electron impinging on an electric field that is of critical magnitude in its
rest frame, may produce an electron-positron pair. Our measurements address higher-order QED,
using the strong electric fields obtainable along particular crystallographic directions in single crystals.
For the amorphous material our data are in good agreement with theory, whereas a discrepancy with
theory on the magnitude of the trident enhancement is found in the precisely aligned case where the strong
electric field acts.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Events where an electron produces a pair in the interac-
tion with a nucleus of charge Ze may proceed either
through the sequential process where the electron emits a
photon that in turn converts into a pair, or directly
where the intermediate stage contains a virtual photon.
Both types of events e þ Z! e þ Zþ e þ eþ
(where Z symbolizes the presence of the nucleus) were
originally termed ‘‘tridents’’ because of the observed three-
prong track [1,2], but are also referred to as ‘‘electropro-
duction’’. The same type of event will appear when the
nucleus is replaced by an electric field E of sufficient
strength, e þ E ! e þ E þ e þ eþ.
The scale of the electric field relevant in the context of
trident events is of the order of the critical field E0 ¼
m2c3=eℏ ¼ 1:32 1016 V=cm, corresponding to a mag-
netic field B0 ¼ 4:41 109 T. In such fields, an energy
equal to the rest mass of an electron is obtained when an
electron is displaced a distance corresponding to the un-
certainty of the location of the electron, its (reduced)
Compton wavelength, c ¼ ℏ=mc. In the experimentally
relevant case of energetic particles in a single crystal, the
Lorentz-invariant field parameter  ¼ E=E0 becomes of
order unity, thus the field in the electron rest frame be-
comes critical. Furthermore, the strong field is of macro-
scopic extent, as opposed to the case of heavy ion
collisions.
Theory shows that the probability per unit length of
trident production through a virtual photon (the direct
process) in an external field with  1 becomes
Wv ¼ 13
2mcðlnðÞ  5:46Þ
18
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
ℏ
(1)
i.e.Wv ’ 18ðlnðÞ  5:46Þ=½m1 [3–6], see also [7].
Likewise, the probability per unit length squared of trident
production through a real photon (the sequential process)
in an external field for any value of  becomes [5,6]
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to an accuracy quoted as better than 4%. Thus, for an
electron impinging on a strong crystalline field character-
ized by  of the order one, a significant enhancement
of trident production compared to incidence on an amor-
phous foil should be expected. We show in the following
by experiment that this enhancement is indeed present,
although it is not as large as the factor of ’ 7, which is
predicted by theory, but rather a factor of ’ 2.
The trident process is of high importance e.g. for beam-
strahlung (in the general sense, i.e. including emission due
to higher-order processes) in the Compact LInear Collider
(CLIC) under conceptual planning at CERN, where e.g. the
incoherent process e þ eþ ! e þ eþ þ e þ eþ has a
cross section of several mbarn (the Landau-Lifshitz cross
section 284ℏ2ln3ð2Þ=27m2c2 is tens of mbarn [8]). Also
coherence may influence the process in this case, due to the
lepton of one bunch interacting with the Lorentz-
contracted field of the opposing bunch, resulting in nt 
zWvNb (direct) trident events per bunch crossing where
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z is the bunch length andNb the number of particles in the
bunch [9]. Trident events can thus be generated at a rate of
several GHz [10], depending on the chosen bunch length.
In fact, beamstrahlung and radiation or particle emission in
crystals are closely related processes [11]. Despite the
similarities, in the beamstrahlung community trident
events typically refer to those mediated by a virtual photon
while the sequential events are called ‘‘coherent pairs,’’
whereas in the general strong field case and for crystals,
tridents—as for the historical three-prong track origin—
include both types, see e.g. [5,6]. Based on experience
gained from experimental investigations using crystals,
extensive simulations are presently being carried out
to determine the trident contribution to backgrounds at
CLIC [12].
II. STRONG CRYSTALLINE FIELDS
Under small angles of incidence to a crystallographic
direction in a single crystal—an axis or a plane—the strong
electric fields of the nuclear constituents add coherently
such that a macroscopic, continuous field with a peak value
of the order E ’ 1011 V=cm is obtained. Fields of order
E0—5 orders of magnitude higher—can nevertheless be
probed in the rest frame of the electron, exploiting the
relativistic invariance of the parameter  ¼ E=E0 and
using electrons with Lorentz factors  ’ 105–106 in single
crystals.
In the following we show experimentally, that trident
processes e þ E ! e þ E þ e þ eþ become signifi-
cant when the continuous external field E is ‘‘turned on’’.
This happens when the crystal is rotated from a ‘‘random’’
orientation (essentially amorphous configuration) where
the fields are screened Coulomb fields, to an axial orienta-
tion where the nuclear fields are coherently adding up
along the direction of motion of the penetrating particle,
such that a field of order E0 is experienced by the electron.
See e.g. [6,13] for reviews on strong field effects in
crystals.
In order to achieve a significant contribution from the
direct process, as compared to the sequential one, the
thickness of the crystal must be of the order of the for-
mation length of the photon [5,6]. This length is given for
real photons by
lf ¼ 2
2c
!
(3)
where ℏ! is the energy of the photon producing the pair
and ! ¼ !E=ðE ℏ!Þ (see also [13] for a discussion of
formation lengths). The frequency under recoil ! reduces
to ! for soft photons ℏ! E such that lf ’ 22c=!. We
note that the formation length grows with decreasing pho-
ton energy, such that the relative contribution of the direct
process can be expected to be most significant at low
photon energies, for fixed crystal thickness and energy of
the impinging electron.
The formation length for a virtual photon is in a sense
an ill-defined concept, since virtual photons are not
‘‘formed’’, but appear only in intermediate stages. It is
nevertheless relevant to derive the formation length for a
virtual (massive) photon where the square of its energy-
momentum four-vector ℏk2 ¼ ℏkk may be different
from zero [6]
lfv ¼ 2
2c
!
1
1þ ℏ2k2
m2c4
1þu
u2
(4)
where u ¼ ℏ!=ðE ℏ!Þ and therefore the emission of a
massive, timelike photon (also spacelike virtual photons
contribute [2,14]), k2 > 0, may result in a substantial short-
ening of the formation length.
We emphasize that with our setup, no experimental
distinction is possible, between events generated from a
virtual photon (direct tridents), and events generated from
a real photon (sequential tridents). However, according to
theory, both processes are significant under the present
experimental conditions.
Calculations showing a drastic increase of trident pro-
duction in crystals compared to an amorphous material
were published more than two decades ago [15] and have
recently been refined [16]. As shown in [16], in the amor-
phous case the ratio of direct to sequential trident produc-
tion events is expected to be high, ranging from about a
factor 7 at 1 GeV positron energy produced from a
180 GeV electron, to 2 at 10 GeV positron energy, both
in the case of a 170 m thick Ge target.
III. KLEIN PARADOX ANALOGUE
When an electron is impinging on a high electrostatic
potential barrier, as is the case in the present experiment, it
may penetrate or be reflected. Classically, for electron
energies smaller than the barrier height, the electron is
always reflected. In nonrelativistic quantum mechanics,
an exponentially damped electron tunneling into the barrier
is predicted, whereas as shown in 1929 by Oscar Klein
[17], in relativistic quantum theory an undamped electron-
current is always present beyond the barrier, even if it is
infinitely high. This is the basis of the ‘‘Klein paradox’’—
assured penetration into a classically forbidden region. As
later shown by Sauter [18,19]—inspired by a supposition
by Bohr—the field required for this to happen is at least the
critical field. Today, the Klein paradox is explained by the
creation of electron-positron pairs at the boundary.
Previous studies of the Klein paradox have been limited
to theory [20–23], e.g. with phenomena analogous to the
Klein paradox, possibly observable in graphene [24,25] or
with single trapped ions [26]. Such studies have been partly
motivated by heuristic arguments linking the Klein para-
dox, strong field pair production and Hawking radiation
from black holes [27–30]. However, a typical general
statement on the experimental status has hitherto been
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‘‘. . . direct tests of the Klein paradox using elementary
particles have so far proved impossible’’ [24], most likely
stimulated by the impossibility of producing ultrastrong
static electric or magnetic fields. This is also the case here,
but our experimental results nevertheless show that pair
production does occur for elementary particles in a suffi-
ciently strong electric field, thus putting a Klein paradox
analogue into experimental perspective. An important
difference between the true Klein paradox and the
trident production described here, is that in the former
case the invariant ‘‘inherent’’ normalized field strength
 ¼ F2=E20 ¼ 2ð ~B2  ~E2Þ=E20 is comparable to one,
while it is close to zero in the latter (discussions addressing
similar invariants seem to be missing in most other Klein
paradox parallels). In both cases, the second relativistic
invariant  defined from 2 ¼ ðFpÞ2=m2c4E20 is about
one, while the third invariant  ¼ e	FF	=E20 ¼
8 ~E  ~B=E20 is zero.
IV. EXPERIMENT
The experiment was performed in the H4 beam line of
the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron using tertiary beams
of electrons with energies of nominally 125, 180 and
210 GeV. In Fig. 1 we give a schematical overview of the
active elements in the setup of the experiment. The inci-
dent electron beam was defined by two scintillator coun-
ters, SC1 and SC2 , in anticoincidence with a 12 mm hole
scintillator, ScH, and the beam profile and angles were
measured on an event-by-event basis in the first two drift
chambers (DC1 and DC3). This was followed by a mag-
netic dipole of the type MBPL which was only used for
measurements with photons impinging on the target, i.e.
investigations of background processes as described below.
The targets of thicknesses 170 m and 400 m Ge h110i
were mounted on a precision goniometer with 1:7 rad
stepsize. Downstream the target, a pair spectrometer (PS)
consisting of two drift chambers (DC5 and DC6) and a
magnetic dipole of the type MDX, allowed the reconstruc-
tion of the momentum of the produced particles.
Furthermore, a solid-state-detector (SSD), allowed the
identification of events where a pair was produced by the
impinging electron, by measuring the restricted energy loss
which is proportional to the number of charged particles in
the event, see Fig. 2. The setup was optimized to get
maximum detection capability for pairs with lepton ener-
gies in the interval 0.5–5 GeV, since these pairs are the
most abundant and interesting due to the large formation
lengths. Under the condition of emission up to a total of
10 GeV, the original E> 100 GeV electron impinging on
the target loses relatively little energy and proceeds almost
undisturbed by the magnetic field in the MDX towards the
central lead-glass block. The emitted particles (electrons
and positrons) are finally intercepted in the two outermost
lead-glass detectors (LG). These LG detectors cover the
sensitive region of DC5 and DC6, except the central 22 mm
where the original electron, and a possible emitted photon,
can pass towards the central LG. Thus, the two outermost
LG intercept the produced electrons and positrons that are
simultaneously momentum analyzed by the deflection im-
posed by the MDX and registered in DC5 and DC6. The
setup therefore has redundancy in that the momentum and
energy of the produced particles—which at these energies
are essentially equal—can be measured.
Beam
e--
DC1
Sc1-2 Vac. tube
Target
SSD
MDXMBPL
DC3 DC5 DC6 ScJ
ScS
ScH
e+
e--
e--
LGS
LGJ
+
LGC
Pair Spectrometer
FIG. 1. A schematical drawing—not to scale—of the setup used in the experiment. The total length is about 65 m.
FIG. 2 (color online). SSD spectra for the 170 m Ge h110i
crystal obtained under axially aligned conditions (blue dashed
line), under ‘‘random’’ alignment (red dotted) and without target
(green dash-dotted). The full line (with an average over 10
channels and multiplied by 103) shows events in the SSD which
have three hits in either DC5 or DC6 and 3 or 2 in the other. The
peak around channel 1100 is identified as trident events.
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The setup was calibrated by use of electrons of nominal
energies 10, 20, 25, 50, 150, 180 and 210 GeV with the
MDX on (as for running conditions—
R
Bdl ¼ 0:1 Tm—to
calibrate DC5 and DC6 for the momentum analysis) and
off (to calibrate the downstream LG elements which were
mounted on a movable table such that all three elements
were exposed one at a time to the beams).
The target was an essentially perfect germanium crystal,
previously used for radiation emission studies [31]. The
thickness was chosen as a compromise between expected
yield and a high ratio of direct (virtual intermediate pho-
tons) to sequential (real intermediate photons) trident
production. That ratio is, as mentioned, expected to be
significant for crystal thicknesses comparable to the for-
mation length, Eq. (3). Thus, for ℏ! ¼ 1 GeV and E ¼
210 GeV, we get lf ¼ 66 m, but as this is an estimate
only, and since crystals with thicknesses below ’ 100 m
are not sufficiently rigid to be stable we chose a 170 m
Ge h110i crystal (and a supplementary 400 m Ge h110i,
which was however not as accurately aligned according to
the offline analysis, see below). A reasonably accurate
average value of  for Ge h110i at room temperature is
1.0 at 210 GeV [6], i.e. the field is of critical magnitude in
the rest frame of the impinging electron. This strong field
effect is present for all particles within the so-called Baier
angleB ¼ U0=mc2 ’ 0:5 mrad for Ge h110i, whereU0 is
the amplitude of the crystal transverse potential. The criti-
cal angle for channeling—proportional to 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pv
p
—in Ge
h110i is 0.7 mrad at 1 GeV. Channeled electrons and
positrons suffer very different energy losses, due to the
attraction to or repulsion from the string of nuclei compos-
ing the axis.
Since a photon may be generated by the initial elec-
tron—in background materials or in the target itself—also
a measurement of the pair production under similar con-
ditions as the trident production was investigated.
In the pair production experiment, which preceded the
trident experiment, two extra drift chambers were in-
cluded. One of these, DC2, was placed between DC1 and
DC3 and 4 mm of amorphous Cu (28% of a radiation
length, X0) was positioned right downstream this chamber
to generate photons. The other extra drift chamber, DC4,
was situated downstream the MBPL for tagging of the
photons from the electrons deflected in the magnet. In
this experiment there was no vacuum in the MBPL magnet
and the vacuum in Fig. 1 from the MBPL magnet to ScH
was replaced by a 9.6 m long He tank of diameter 110 cm,
allowing for deflection of the electrons.
V. CRYSTAL ALIGNMENT
Alignment of the germanium crystals was initially per-
formed via laser reflection off their mirror surfaces, such
that the surface normal was directed along the nominal
beam. Alignment with respect to the beam was then done
by use of 20 GeVelectrons and the MDX at maximum field
(
R
Bdl ’ 0:5 Tm), displacing the array of LG elements to
intercept the initial electrons in one of the outermost blocks
while letting the photons radiated from the crystal proceed
to the central lead-glass block. The enhanced radiation
emission when the electron penetrates the crystal along a
plane or axis gave a signal-to-noise ratio of about 1 to 1,
such that a stereogram enabled a precise identification—
within ’ 25 rad—of the location in angular space of the
h110i axis. This alignment procedure was regularly re-
peated, in particular, when the beam energy was changed.
Using DC1 and DC3, the angular direction c of e.g. the
180 GeV beam could be confirmed with respect to the
20 GeV beam to be shifted by c x ’ 25 rad and c y ’
30 rad, compared to the RMS angular widths of the
beam ðc xÞ ’ ðc yÞ ’ 125 rad. Any offset could be
corrected for in the offline analysis, down to the angular
resolution limit of the DCs of about 3 rad.
The 170 m thick crystal was essentially perfectly
aligned to the beam, as found in the offline analysis, but
unfortunately the 400 m thick crystal was by mistake
aligned at an angle of about 0.3 mrad to the axis.
The misalignment of the thick crystal is supported by an
examination of the dependence of the enhancement on the
selection of entrance angle, where the trident enhancement
of the thick crystal is not symmetrical around the center of
the angular distribution. Similar investigations of the de-
pendencies on entrance angles in both transversal coordi-
nates have been made for the thin crystal, and these graphs
show symmetric dependencies of the entrance angle with
respect to the center of the angular distribution. There are
thus no indications of inaccurate alignment of the thin
crystal.
VI. ANALYSIS
The drift chambers were calibrated using veto scintilla-
tors containing many 1 mmwide parallel slits spaced 3 mm
apart, placed up- or downstream in the path of the beam
and near the relevant chambers. Straight beams were aimed
at these scintillators allowing precise calibration of the DC
time-to-digital-converter signals, as previously described
in [32].
The calibration of the DCs was tested through the
correlations between signals from adjacent chambers.
This method provided corrections to the calibration of, in
particular, the PS drift chambers, 5 and 6. A series of
calibration iterations yielded a final FWHM resolution 
100 m in the central part of the beam. This is as expected
for the type of drift chamber utilized.
A. Pair spectrometer
The MDX magnet was calibrated using direct electron
beams of known energies of 10, 25 and 50 GeV in the PS
with the MDX magnet at positive and negative polarity.
This provided data for determining the integrated field, as
well as the PS resolution as seen in Fig. 3.
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By extrapolation, assuming a momentum dependence of
the uncertainty of

p
jpj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2 þ B2p2
q
; (5)
an estimate of the uncertainty at smaller PS momenta was
obtained, where A ¼ 
mul= depends on multiple scat-
tering and B on the chamber resolutions.
A fit to uncertainties obtained for 10, 20 and 50 GeV at
both polarities of the MDX, gave a value of A ¼ 0:12	
0:02. Besides multiple scattering this includes the rather
large momentum spread of the initial beam, a side effect
of the requirement of high intensity and good parallelism.
The value of B ¼ 0:025 ðGeV=cÞ1 corresponded to a
combined chamber resolution for momentum determina-
tion of approximately 250 m which is in good agreement
with the expected resolution of three chambers in combi-
nation. The relative momentum uncertainty is thus ap-
proximately 10–15% for p in the range 0.5–5 GeV.
B. Identification of tridents
In the analysis, a trident event was identified as one in
which there were either three hits in both DC5 and DC6
(‘‘3þ 3 events’’) or two hits in one of these chambers and
three hits in the other (‘‘2þ 3 events’’). Furthermore, a
restriction on the SSD spectrum was imposed, requiring a
signal corresponding to three charged particles (events
above channel 700 in Fig. 2). The 2þ 3 events were about
65% of the total accepted events and are a result of the DCs
not having true multihit capability, i.e. two hits close in
drift time on the same side of the anode-wire are identified
as one. About half of the 2þ 3 events are due to missing
detection in DC5 and the other half due to missing detec-
tion in DC6. In all cases it was required that the central LG
detected a particle with energy at least 5=9 of the initial
energy.
Since the sought trident reaction is a higher-order
QED process, several other processes which yield a com-
parable or higher number of events must be filtered from
the analysis. A key point in the trident selection was the
calculation of the vertex position within the MDX magnet
which was required to agree with expectations from the
incident particle track.
1. Vertex calculation
Tracks between the hits in DC5 and DC6 were recon-
structed and the resulting vertex in the MDX was verified
to be coincident with the magnetic separation point ex-
pected from the incident track generated from DC1 and
DC3. Likewise, energy and momentum balance was veri-
fied. The sign of the charge of the particles in DC5 and
DC6 was determined by comparing the position in these
chambers with the projection of the incident electron
track. In cases where three hits were recorded in DC5
and DC6, events where at least one positive and one
negative particle were identified were accepted. It was
assumed that the central hit in these chambers was from
the incident particle while the two other hits were from a
produced pair. The transversal vertex position was hence
determined by
xv ¼ ðx6þ  x5þÞðx5þ  x5Þx6  x5  x6þ þ x5þ þ x5þ
which is the x coordinate where the positron and electron
tracks cross. The indices refer to the chamber in which the
hit was recorded and the charge of the particle. In the z
direction, the vertex coordinate was
zv ¼ x5þ  x5x6  x5  x6þ þ x5p ðz6  z5Þ þ z5
In order to improve detection efficiency, ‘‘3þ 2’’ and
‘‘2þ 3’’ events were included. The most reliable of the
possibilities was where the momentum of the produced
lepton was calculated from the positron momentum. If
calculated from the electron momentum, the possibility
that the particle was a 
 electron from the target or from
the SSD must be considered.
For the ‘3þ 2’ events, the particles detected in the
chamber with two hits were practically always the incident
electron and one of the produced leptons. Hence, xv was in
this case calculated from the incident electron and the
positron [33] tracks. In Fig. 4 it is seen that there is strong
correlation between the calculated vertex position from the
PS, xv, and the expected position in the center of the MDX
magnet from the incident electron track, xp. A fit to the
profile of Fig. 4 confirmed that the slope is indeed very
close to unity.
The correlation seen in Fig. 4 provided a very stringent
test for the identification of trident events by demanding
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FIG. 3 (color online). Comparison between the nominal mo-
mentum of the tertiary electron beam and the momentum/energy
measured in the PS (open symbols, dotted line) LGC (full
symbols, solid line) including least-squares linear fits.
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that xv should be no further than 3.0 mm from the incident
electron projection position.
2. Vertex width
In order to assess the precision of the determination of
the vertex position, a central portion of the xv, xp plot in
Fig. 4 was selected. A slice of xp values was selected, and
the size of this slice was decreased linearly while the RMS
width of the corresponding xv measurement was recorded.
A linear extrapolation to zero slice size was done to
extract a RMS xv width of 0.64 mm. This width is accept-
able considering multiple scattering and the fact that xv
was determined by measuring 4 transversal coordinates
with a resolution of each 
0:15 mm. In the z direction
the vertex position found was broader due to the small
deflection angle. The large majority of the trident events
were however located inside the gap of the MDXmagnet in
the analysis, as seen in Fig. 5. In the analysis, a quite
nonrestrictive cut in zv of 5800 cm< zv < 5900 cm was
employed.
3. Calculation of lepton momentum
The identification of leptons in the PS provided the
possibility to determine their individual momenta from
peþ ¼ Bl
tan1ðx6þx5þz6z5 Þ  in
As seen in Fig. 6 there is good agreement between the
measurement of lepton energy in the relevant calorimeter
(in this case the calorimeter block LGJ) and the calculated
momentum. The discrepancy at low PS momentum is
mostly due to the fact that the geometry does not allow
the calorimeter to measure energies lower than 1 GeV.
Furthermore, a small discrepancy arises due to the fact
that the calorimeters were calibrated with minimum direct
beam energies of 10 GeV. Thus, the lead-glass energy
serves only as a qualitative confirmation of the PS working
correctly.
C. Pair production analysis
As mentioned above, the pair production data served as
support for the trident analysis but also as a confirmation of
usability of the setup. In the analysis of the data, two
particles on either side of the projected hit of the photon
in the PS drift chambers were required for an event to be
counted.
In analogy to the trident experiment, the common lepton
vertex was found, and cuts were applied to ensure as few
false events as possible. The SSD detector was not part of
the pair production setup, so the event selection was done
on a purely kinematic and calorimetric basis.
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FIG. 4. Correlation between projection of electron track into
the center of the MDX magnet, xp, and xv.
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FIG. 5. Distribution of z-vertex coordinates. The MDX was
located with its center at z ¼ 5840 cm, with a length of 40 cm.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Comparison between the LGJ calorime-
ter and the trident positron momentum found with the PS.
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VII. MONTE-CARLO SIMULATIONS
In order to evaluate the detection efficiencies for the
trident and pair production experiments, a Monte-Carlo
simulation was performed for the amorphous case (random
alignment). The Monte-Carlo code included bremsstrah-
lung emission and pair production according to the Bethe-
Heitler mechanisms, multiple Coulomb scattering, drift
chamber inefficiencies due to multiple hits and the mea-
sured geometry of the setup. Apart from the limitations in
multihit capability, the simulation did not include the cell
structure of the drift chambers. Therefore, small variations
due to an inhomogeneous detection efficiency as a function
of momentum was not accounted for.
A. Simulation of the pair production experiment
In the simulation of the pair production experiment, the
4 mm thick Cu conversion target produced photons which
converted in a 170 m thick Ge target with the Bethe-
Heitler bremsstrahlung- and pair production probability,
respectively. As in the treatment of experimental data, only
events with both particles seen in both PS chambers were
accepted. A comparison between the simulated and real
data is seen in Fig. 7. There is excellent agreement between
the experimental data and simulation, over almost 3 orders
of magnitude in counted events, showing that the setup is
well understood.
B. Trident simulation
The detection efficiency in the trident experiment was
estimated in an enhanced version of the pair production
Monte Carlo simulation. Also for the trident experiment a
method of detection closely similar to the one employed in
the experiment was used. Trident events were generated as
in the pair production simulation with a photon conversion
target and an amorphous Ge pair production target, but the
incident electron was sent all the way through the setup
into the PS, with inclusion of multiple scattering. A mini-
mum time of separation of 180	 60 ns in the DC readout,
corresponding to a minimum transversal distance of
9	 3 mm between the primary and the produced particles,
was implemented in the simulation to obtain good agree-
ment at higher pair energies. This is a realistic number due
to dead time in the readout of the anode and does not apply
in the pair production experiment where the particles are
detected at different anodes. The result of the simulation is
seen in Fig. 8, compared to data. The simulation is in good
agreement with data, in particular, at low PS momenta
where the efficiency is determined mainly by the geometric
FIG. 7 (color online). Comparison between pair production
data and simulation (with a normalized vertical scale).
FIG. 8 (color online). Experimental (filled squares) and simu-
lated (full line) trident production in the ‘‘random’’ configuration
of the 170 m thick Ge h110i crystal.
FIG. 9 (color online). Detection efficiency found from simu-
lation.
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parameters of the PS. The simulated detection efficiency,
leading to the curves in Fig. 8 is seen in Fig. 9.
The trident detection efficiency—thus shown to be
understood by comparison with simulations—was applied
to the experimental data for both the ‘‘random’’ and
aligned configurations shown below.
C. SSD cuts
The SSD was furthermore used to identify events where
photons converted to pairs in the space between the SSD
and magnet. Such events would otherwise be detected as
tridents in the PS. Thus, a cut in the number of minimum
ionizing particles seen in the SSD was applied. As shown
in Fig. 2 the kinematic selection did isolate the trident
events rendering a cut in the SSD spectrum possible.
This cut was made at channel 900 based upon an analysis
as in Fig. 10 where the enhancement as a function of cut
position in the SSD spectrum is seen.
The lack of true multihit capability in the drift chambers
made an analysis of the y coordinates of the particle tracks
impossible, since it was not known to what x coordinate a
given y coordinate belonged. It was however verified that
the distribution of y coordinates was in agreement with
expectations, and the number of detected y coordinates for
a given event was in the analysis demanded lower than 4 in
both PS chambers.
D. Accounting for additional photons
The SSD cut was an important one to account for con-
verting photons. However, the introduction of this detector
to the setup provided extra material for multiple scattering
and further reactions. As an estimate of this contribution,
a calculation was done based on the Bethe-Heitler pair
production, assuming that all bremsstrahlung photons con-
verting in the SSD detector would be seen as three charged
particles. Since most of this contribution was subtracted
with the background, the only remaining photons were the
ones formed in the target. When the Ge crystal was in
‘‘random’’ (amorphous configuration), the contribution of
these photons to false trident events was
dNfalse
dEþ
¼
Z E0
Eþ
dNpair
dEþ
dNphot
dℏ!
dℏ!; (6)
where Eþ is the energy of the positron in the pair and E0 is
the incident electron energy. dNpair=dEþ is the number of
Bethe-Heitler pairs created in the SSD and air between
target and SSD, dNphot=dℏ! is the number of Bethe-
Heitler photons created in the amorphous Ge target. This
contribution is seen along with recorded data in Fig. 11 and
is clearly not negligible.
A similar estimate of the photon contribution in the case
where the crystal was aligned was needed. As in [34]
FIG. 10 (color online). Enhancements within narrow windows
of SSD channels for the 170 m (filled dots) and 400 m (open
squares) thick crystals. For comparison, the SSD spectrum for
the 400 m thick crystal at axial alignment and with all trident
selection cuts is shown as a line.
FIG. 11 (color online). Trident positron spectra for 170 m
and 400 m thick Ge crystals in the ‘‘random’’ orientation. The
energy of the primary particle is E0 ¼ 180 GeV. The dashed line
shows the calculated photon contribution, the dotted line the
theoretical expectation according to Baier and Katkov [16] and
the solid line shows the sum of these contributions. The filled
dots are experimental data corrected for the detection efficiency
shown in Fig. 9.
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which is an experimental determination of the bremsstrah-
lung enhancement in 185 mGe h110i at 150 GeV, for this
calculation we assumed an enhancement of bremsstrah-
lung photons rising linearly from  ¼ 2:2 at ℏ! ¼ 1 GeV
to  ¼ 4:1 at ℏ! ¼ 20 GeV. This means that Eq. (6) was
modified to
dNfalse
dEþ
¼
Z E0
Eþ

ℏ! 1 GeV
10 GeV
þ 2:2

dNpair
dEþ
dNphot
dℏ!
dℏ!:
(7)
Again, this contribution is non-negligible in the absolute
rates, but is of marginal importance to the enhancement, as
discussed below.
The opposite case, where an increase is due to enhance-
ment of the pair production process, following the emis-
sion of a photon along the crystal axis, is included in the
theory as ‘‘sequential’’ events.
VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Spectra at random alignment
The spectra at ‘‘random’’ crystal alignment are seen in
Fig. 11. They are in very good agreement with the calcu-
lations by Baier and Katkov [16], taking into account the
extra contribution from photons produced. The convincing
agreement shown in Fig. 11 gives credibility to the experi-
mental data obtained for an aligned crystal, since essen-
tially the only difference consists in a rotation of the target
(to an orientation that is coincident with the beam direction
for the 170 m thick Ge crystal, within an angle shown
to be a factor 
20 smaller than the relevant strong field
angle B).
B. Spectra at axial alignment
As seen in Fig. 12 the calculated photon contribution is a
relatively small correction for both the aligned 170 m
thick Ge crystal and for the 400 m thick Ge crystal at an
angle of ’ 0:3 mrad to the axis. The experimental data
points tend to follow the shape of the theoretical curve
according to Baier and Katkov [35], but the absolute scales
are not identical. The experiment gives less than theory
predicts, in particular, for the high positron energies. For
the poor agreement between theory and experiment for the
400 m thick crystal, the discrepancy can only be partly
explained by the misalignment of ’ 0:3 mrad, since the
Baier angle is almost a factor 2 larger, B ’ 0:5 mrad for
Ge h110i.
In contrast to the random spectra shown in Fig. 11,
where the factor 2.35 increase in thickness gives an in-
crease of a factor between 2.8 and 3.1 in theory, the aligned
spectra show a theoretical increase of a factor between 5.0
and 5.3. In both cases the calculated photon contribution
has been neglected, while the inclusion of it would reduce
the random factors to 2.4–2.8 but only marginally in the
aligned case. The differing factors is due to differences in
the relative contributions of the direct and sequential pro-
cesses, the former of which are dominant in the random
case and most significant for low photon energies (large
formation lengths), and the latter are dominant in the
aligned case. The experimental values in the random case
are in fair agreement with this (given that the calculated
photon contribution is a larger fraction of the total at small
thickness), with an increase of a factor 2:1	 0:3, depend-
ing on the positron momentum. But in the aligned case the
data do not show the same trend with an increase of only
about a factor 2, partly due to the poor alignment of the
thick crystal.
C. Enhancements
The enhancements for 180 GeV incident electrons
 ¼ ðdN=dEþÞax  ðdN=dEþÞbgðdN=dEþÞran  ðdN=dEþÞbg (8)
FIG. 12 (color online). Trident positron spectra for the
170 m thick Ge crystal in the h110i axial orientation (upper
graph) and for the 400 m thick Ge crystal at an angle of ’ 0:3
to the axis (lower graph). The energy of the primary particle is
E0 ¼ 180 GeV. The dashed line shows the calculated photon
contribution, the dotted line the theoretical expectation for
precise alignment according to Baier and Katkov [35] and the
solid line shows the sum of these contributions. The filled
squares are experimental data corrected for the detection effi-
ciency shown in Fig. 9.
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are seen in Fig. 13, compared to the calculated values of
Baier and Katkov [35]. We emphasize that inefficiencies
can be neglected to first order in a comparison of spectra
obtained under axially aligned conditions to ‘‘random’’
alignment, and that the good agreement with expectations
obtained for the amorphous case provides a strong basis for
the interpretation of the experiment under aligned condi-
tions. Subtraction of the additional photon contributions
calculated by Eq. (7) in the numerator and Eq. (6) in the
denominator, does not significantly change the enhance-
ment, given the statistical uncertainty. This is reassuring
since the calculation of the photon contribution only serves
as an estimate of the maximum number of false trident
events. The data sets presented below do therefore not
include this subtraction. The enhancement is approxi-
mately a factor of 2–3 smaller than theoretically expected
for the 170 m thick crystal and the enhancement of the
improperly aligned 400 m crystal is approximately the
same as for the thin one.
D. Electrons vs positrons and other energies
Also shown in Fig. 14 with open circles is the differen-
tial enhancement as a function of the momentum of the
produced electrons for 180 GeV electrons penetrating the
170 m and 400 m Ge h110i crystals. The nice, almost
exact agreement between these two modes of detection and
analysis, focusing on the produced electron or positron,
respectively, shows that systematic uncertainties affecting
the results are likely to be small. Furthermore, it shows that
effects such as energy loss of the produced particles in the
remaining part of the crystal downstream the production
point, is likely to be small as electrons tend to suffer much
more energy loss close to the axis than positrons. A similar
conclusion is reached for the 400 m thick crystal.
Though the detection efficiency for the two methods had
low-momentum cutoffs at different momenta, the magni-
tude of the enhancements thus prove to be the same for
both detection methods. It can therefore be inferred that,
FIG. 13 (color online). Enhancements for the 170 m thick
crystal and the 400 m thick crystal, compared to theory
according to [35].
FIG. 14 (color online). Differential enhancement of trident
production as a function of the momentum of the produced
positron (filled squares) and as a function of the momentum of
the produced electron (open circles). The points show results
obtained for 180 GeV electrons penetrating a) a 170 m Ge
h110i crystal aligned axially and b) a 400 m Ge h110i crystal at
an angle of ’ 0:3 mrad to the axis.
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e.g. 
 electron events were effectively cut away in the
analysis by the SSD and the kinematic selection.
Finally, measurements were also performed on the
400 m Ge h110i crystal for two other initial energies,
125 and 210 GeV. However, due to lack of beam time
neither ‘‘random’’ spectra nor backgrounds were properly
measured at these energies. Assuming the scaling with
energy of radiation from an amorphous substance (random
or background) is well known, enhancement spectra can
nevertheless be constructed for these energies, showing a
small trend of increase with rising energy, as seen in Fig. 15
but with statistical uncertainties much too large to reach a
firm conclusion.
E. Discrepancy between experiment and theory
There can be several reasons for the discrepancy be-
tween experiment and theory of about a factor 3 in en-
hancement. One possibility could be that the 170 m thick
crystal was not perfectly aligned and therefore gave a
smaller enhancement than when properly aligned. We
estimate the accuracy of the alignment procedure to be
about 25 rad, significantly smaller than the relevant
angle for strong field effects, B ’ 0:5 mrad. This possi-
bility is therefore unlikely for the 170 m thick crystal,
but the misalignment for the 400 m thick crystal may be
partly responsible for the discrepancy. Also, the quality of
the thin crystal, having been used successfully in the past
for radiation emission studies, is believed to be very high.
Concerning the detector efficiencies and reconstruction
algorithms used in the analysis, we find it very reassuring
that our data in the ‘‘random’’ (essentially amorphous)
configuration is in good agreement with theory. The
aligned case uses exactly the same setup and analysis,
only the crystal is rotated slightly. We therefore find it
hard to see how the experiment could be wrong by as
much as a factor 3.
On the theory side, in [35] it is stated that ‘‘The scale of
the enhancement in the soft part of created particles spec-
trum (z 1) is similar to the photon emission enhance-
ment.’’ The reason for this is that the enhancement of
photon conversion is close to 1, being dominated by the
incoherent process. Thus, a photon emission enhancement
similar to the measured enhancement for the trident pro-
cess ( ’ 2–3), would support the experiment. Previous
measurements of the photon emission enhancement for
150 GeV electrons in a 185 m thick Ge h110i crystal
[34] show an enhancement in the soft part that is ’ 4, i.e.
similar to our measurements for the trident process (other
measurements with 150 GeV electrons in 0.2 mm thick
Ge h110i crystals [31,36] are consistent with this, although
the exact numbers are difficult to extract due to the coarse
binning in their figures). Moreover, the alignment, based
on measurements of enhanced radiation emission, is also
consistent with an enhancement of a factor 4. We therefore
tend to believe that the discrepancy, at least for the 170 m
thick crystal, is due to oversimplifications in the theory—
perhaps not taking the initially channeled, produced elec-
trons and positrons correctly into account—rather than the
experiment.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have observed a significant increase in the number
of trident events e ! eeþe for a Ge single crystal
under axial alignment, compared to a ‘‘randomly’’ oriented
(effectively amorphous) material of the same thickness,
using beams of 125, 180 and 210 GeV electrons. By this
method, we have shown that electrons incident on a strong
electromagnetic field produce pairs through the trident
process. This observation is in accordance with expecta-
tions based on the presence of a critical field in the rest
frame of the emitting particle, a phenomenon analogous to
that addressed in the Klein paradox. The method takes
advantage of the unique combination of strong crystalline
fields and high Lorentz factors that produce an ultrastrong
electromagnetic field of the order of the critical field, in the
rest frame of the emitting particle.
The agreement with theory in the ‘‘random’’ configura-
tion is good over the entire detected range of momentum of
the produced particle, whereas in the aligned case a sub-
stantial disagreement with theory is observed. We believe
this discrepancy to be at least partly due to insufficient
account for all relevant crystalline effects in the theory,
but our measurements do not necessarily indicate that the
theory of strong field trident production—disregarding
crystalline effects—is doubtful. Thus, conclusions related
to strong field effects in future linear colliders as e.g. CLIC
require further experimental studies.
FIG. 15 (color online). Differential enhancement of trident
production as a function of the momentum of the produced
electron. The points show results obtained for 125 (open tri-
angles), 180 (filled squares) and 210 GeV (open circles) elec-
trons penetrating a 400 m Ge h110i crystal at an angle of
’ 0:3 mrad to the axis.
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